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Abstract. There is an increasing consensus that software-deﬁned networking
may become a successful case to provide ﬁne scalability and availability for
industrial Internet, and it also brings new opportunities for the development of
industrial cyber security. Aligning with the defense in depth strategy, this paper
proposes a software-deﬁned data flow detection and control approach for
industrial Modbus/TCP communication. Furthermore, this approach designs a
novel security strategy conﬁguration service in SDN controllers to publish the
flow control rules, and SDN switches match Modbus/TCP data flows with these
flow control rules to detect and control abnormal communication behaviors.
Speciﬁcally, a flow control rule database which stores all flow control rules of
the entire control system is managed by SDN controllers, and a security flow
table is maintained by each SDN switch according to different requirements of
industrial communication. By using the DPI (Deep Packet Inspection) technology, this approach can run a deep analysis of Modbus/TCP packets
according to the protocol speciﬁcation, and block the improper control commands or undesired technology parameters. The qualitative analysis shows that
the proposed approach possesses certain advantages and feasibilities.
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1 Introduction
SDN (Software-Deﬁned Networking) has been widely studied and discussed by both
academia and industry, and its ﬁeld is growing at a very fast pace [1]. In practice, SDN
changes the limitations of current network infrastructures, and presents a new routing
architecture of logic control and data forwarding separation [2]. Furthermore, the entire
network architecture is separated into the control plane and data plane, and the critical
OpenFlow technology is used to control and manage the network routing and forwarding [3]. In the data plane, SDN switches maintain ﬁne-grained flow tables to
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forward the data trafﬁc, and guarantee the end-to-end transmission. In the control plane,
SDN controllers offer centralized network management, and simplify the policy
enforcement and network conﬁguration, such as flow table generation and conﬁguration. By decoupling the control plane and data plane, SDN presents signiﬁcant beneﬁts,
and has an excellent ability to apply in a wide variety of networked environments,
including enterprise networks, data centers, infrastructure-based wireless access networks, et al. [1].
In recent years, with the deep integration of information technology and operational
technology, ICT (Information Communication Technology) has been emphasized and
developed in various network architectures, such as Industrial Internet [4], LTE network [5] and Internet of Things [6]. Due to the signiﬁcant advantages of SDN, many
researchers have developed some new industrial network architectures which are based
on software-deﬁned networking [3, 7–9]. In these researches, SDN not only can meet
the real-time transmission requirements of industrial applications, but also can overcome the incompatibility problem causing by different network functions. However,
although the application of SDN in industrial environments can bring many advantages, it cannot solve the industrial-oriented cyber security problems. Actually,
industrial control systems are facing the escalating cyberattacks, and have caused great
loss. Statistically, ICS-CERT reported that the number of industrial security incidents
had reached 290 in 2016 [10]. Additionally, because these cyberattacks always skillfully steal industrial-oriented properties, the traditional IT security technologies cannot
play an active role of industrial security protection [11]. Consequently, both academia
and industry start to exploit the intrinsic system weaknesses [12] and develop novel
industrial security solutions, including access control [13], vulnerability evaluation
[14], intrusion detection [11, 15], et al.
Deserved to be mentioned, when a new network architecture or model comes to
being, it may also bring new opportunities for the development of security services. In
consequence, SDN-based security mechanisms in industrial control systems have
started to be explored [16, 17]. In this paper, based on the defense in depth strategy
emphasized by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) [18], we propose a software-deﬁned data flow detection and control approach for industrial
Modbus/TCP communication, which is an improved approach based on our prior work
[19]. Furthermore, this approach designs a novel security strategy conﬁguration service
in SDN controllers to publish the flow control rules, and SDN switches match
Modbus/TCP data flows with these flow control rules to detect and control abnormal
communication behaviors. More speciﬁcally, SDN controllers also manage a flow
control rule database storing all flow control rules of the entire control system, and each
SDN switch maintains a security flow table according to different requirements of
industrial communication. Besides, in order to block the improper control commands or
undesired technology parameters, our approach also uses the popular DPI (Deep Packet
Inspection) technology to run a deep analysis of packets on the basis of Modbus/TCP
protocol speciﬁcation. Finally, we give the qualitative analysis to illustrate that the
proposed approach possesses certain advantages and feasibilities.
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2 Software-Deﬁned Data Flow Detection and Control
Approach
2.1

Basic Model and Architecture

As shown in Fig. 1, the basic model and architecture of our approach is also composed
of two parts: control plane and data plane
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Fig. 1. Basic model and architecture of software-deﬁned data flow detection and control
approach

In the control plane, one or more distributed SDN controllers generate routing and
forwarding strategies of all SDN switches according to the speciﬁc network status and
user conﬁguration. Moreover, SDN controllers possess the intrinsic basic service and
the novel security strategy conﬁguration service, and manage a flow control rule
database which stores all user-deﬁned flow control rules. As described by OpenFlow,
the basic service provides multiple network management functions, including network
topology management, device registration, routing computation, etc. By establishing
the whole network view, SDN controllers can compute the routing path of each data
flow, and decide the corresponding flow table for each SDN switch. Differently, the
security strategy conﬁguration service completes the security function which publishes
the flow control rules for all industrial data flows, and sends these flow control rules to
the need-related SDN switches.
In the data plane, all SDN switches constitute the entire transmission network, and
each SDN switch holds one or more security flow tables. Furthermore, the structure of
this table mainly including four parts: Flow ID, Packet header information, security
control identiﬁcation and flow control rule. Here, Packet header information covers
source IP address, destination IP address, IP protocol, source port, destination port and
other optional tuples deﬁned in OpenFlow flow tables. The detailed terms can be
deﬁned in Table 1. By using the DPI technology, SDN switches run a deep analysis of
all packets belonging to each Modbus/TCP data flow, and match the key contents with
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the flow control rules to detect and block the improper control commands or undesired
technology parameters in industrial Modbus/TCP communications.
Table 1. Term deﬁnition in flow control rules and security flow tables
Terms
SIP
DIP
Function code
Address range
Value range
Operation

Timestamp
Flow n
P-header
F-control

Action

2.2

Deﬁnition and description
Source IP address in one Modbus/TCP data flow or packet
Destination IP address in one Modbus/TCP data flow or packet
Detailed description in Reference [13]
Detailed description in Reference [13]
Detailed description in Reference [13]
Processing modes in flow control rules
Forward: pass the corresponding Modbus/TCP flows or packets;
Drop: drop the corresponding Modbus/TCP flows or packets;
Alarm: generate an alarm and logging;
The lifetime of one flow control rule in SDN switches
Representing ID of one data flow
Modbus/TCP packet header information
Security control identiﬁcation
1: matching Modbus/TCP data flows with the following flow control rule;
0: processing Modbus/TCP data flows according the following actions
Optional actions deﬁned in OpenFlow, such as queuing or modifying

Detailed Executing Process

Figure 2 depicts the detailed executing process to detect and control Modbus/TCP data
flow by using our approach. The main contents can be described as follows:
Step 1: when one workstation wants to send some control commands to one PLC, it
ﬁrst need establish the initial TCP connection with the PLC, and constructs the
Modbus/TCP connection request packet P1 which will be sent to the PLC.
Step 2: when the SDN switch receives this request packet P1, it analyzes this packet
and get the key information, including source IP address, destination IP address,
destination port, et al. After that, the SDN switch looks up its security flow table, and
ﬁnds whether the corresponding flow ID exists. If it exists, the SDN switch will further
process this packet according to the operation of this flow ID; if it does not exist, the
SDN switch will construct one flow control rule request packet R1 for this
Modbus/TCP data flow, and send it to the SDN controller.
Step 3: after the SDN controller receives the request packet R1, it ﬁnds the corresponding flow control rule in the flow control rule database, and sends this rule to the
SDN switch by using the response packet R2. When the SDN switch receives this
packet, it generates new flow ID and stores this rule in its security flow table, and
forwards the Modbus/TCP connection request packet P1 to the PLC.
Step 4: after receiving the packet P1, the PLC sends the Modbus/TCP connection
response packet P2 which is forwarded by the SDN switch, and establishes the TCP
connection with the workstation.
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Fig. 2. Detailed executing process to detect and control Modbus/TCP data flow

Step 5: when the workstation sends the new Modbus/TCP data a to the PLC by
using the packet P3, the SDN switch will match the parsed key contents with the rule
belonging to this flow ID. If F-control is 1 and the corresponding operation is Forward,
the SDN switch will forward this packet P3 to the PLC.
Step 6: when the workstation sends the new Modbus/TCP data b to the PLC by
using the packet P4, the SDN switch will match the parsed key contents with the rule
belonging to this flow ID. If F-control is 1 and the corresponding operation is Alarm,
the SDN switch will log these key contents and generate an alarm. However, it will also
forward this packet P4 to the PLC.
Step 7: when the workstation sends the new Modbus/TCP data c to the PLC by
using the packet P4, the SDN switch will match the parsed key contents with the rule
belonging to this flow ID. If F-control is 1 and the corresponding operation is Drop, the
SDN switch will drop this packet P4.
2.3

Security Flow Table Generating and Maintaining

In our approach, security flow table is an essential point to offer security network
services, because it not only possesses the basic forwarding function deﬁned by
OpenFlow, but also implements an effective strategy of deep defense. In order to
generate and maintain security flow tables in SDN switches, we suggest the general
steps as follows:
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Step 1: when the SDN controller receives the request packet from the SDN switch,
it ﬁrst parses this packet according to the basic service function. According to the
parsed packet header, network topology, link state or other information, the SDN
controller explores the initial flow items, including Flow ID, P-header, Action, et al.
The detailed description of this step can refer to the OpenFlow protocol.
Step 2: the security strategy conﬁguration service function in the SDN controller
looks up its flow control rule database according to source and destination IP addresses.
If some flow control rule matches with these information, go to Step 3; if no flow
control rule matches with these information, the SDN controller sets F-control to 0 and
send the initial flow items to the SDN switch.
Step 3: the SDN controller sets F-control to 1, and sends the initial flow items and
the matched flow control rules to the SDN switch
Step 4: after the SDN switch receives these information, it generates a new security
flow entry and stores it in its table. Additionally, the SDN switch maintains its security
flow table by means of the timestamp in each flow control rule. Speciﬁcally, the
timestamp represents the lifetime of one flow control rule in the SDN switch, and if the
timer of one flow control rule changes from the timestamp to 0, this rule will be deleted
by the SDN switch.

3 Qualitative Analysis
Compared with current industrial control network, the centralized and manageable
SDN architecture can provide promising solutions to the problems of traditional
industrial networks [3]. Based on SDN technology, our approach puts forward an
additional security mechanism to detect and control abnormal Modbus/TCP communication behaviors, and further improves the security of SDN-based control systems.
The qualitative analysis on the advantages and feasibilities of our approach is listed as
follows:
1. Our approach meets the demands of defense in depth strategy, and can divide
industrial control systems into different security enclaves by setting different flow
control rules. Additionally, our approach supports the DPI technology according to
Modbus/TCP protocol speciﬁcation, and can dynamically adapt to industrialoriented properties.
2. The flow control rules are based on the centralized management of all SDN controllers, and this situation can facilitate the reconﬁguration of industrial network
according to various industrial applications.
3. Our approach does not affect the scalability, because our approach can be successfully implemented without changing the basic characteristics of SDN.
4. Based on our prior work [13], the main security defense technologies in our
approach are feasible. Additionally, the ﬁne-grained security flow tables are fast and
accurate for Modbus/TCP data flows, and the timestamp can avoid wasting
resources which is caused by enormous number of entries in the security flow table.
5. Although the end-to-end transmission delay may be increased to some extent, we
believe our approach still meets the real-time transmission requirements of
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industrial networks. The causes are chiefly as follows: on the one hand, SDN
switches can provide adequate levels of performance to perform deep packet
parsing and matching; on the other hand, our prior work [13] has already proven the
real-time capability even though the security defense technologies are implemented
in the form of network middleware.

4 Conclusion
The SDN architecture in industrial control systems can bring new opportunities for the
development of security services. From this point, this paper proposes a softwaredeﬁned data flow detection and control approach for industrial Modbus/TCP communication. Furthermore, approach designs a novel security strategy conﬁguration
service in SDN controllers to publish the flow control rules, and SDN switches match
Modbus/TCP data flows with these flow control rules to detect and control abnormal
communication behaviors. Additionally, our approach uses the popular DPI technology
to run a deep analysis of data flows according to Modbus/TCP protocol speciﬁcation,
and can support the defense in depth strategy in industrial control systems. Finally,
with the help of the qualitative analysis, we show that the advantage and developing
prospect of our approach is foreseen. In the future work, we will realize our approach
and build the experimental platform, and quantitatively evaluate its performance and
defense effect.
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